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ABSTRACT t

This twenty- fourth in a series cf twenty-nine
learning nodules on instructional execution is designed to give
secondary and postsecondary vocational teachers help in developing
the competencies needed to operate.perate.filmstrip and slide equipment and
to preSent information effectively by using filastriEs and Elides..
The terminal objectiVe for the module is to present information with
filmstrips and slides in an actual( school situation. Introductory
sections relate the competencies, dealt with beri to otters in the
program and list both the enabling objectives for the three learning
experiences and the resources required. Materials in the learning
experiences include required reading, worksheets, performance
checklists,' and the teachtt performance assessment form for use in
evaluation of'the terminal objective. (The modules on instructional
execution are part of a larger series cf 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) self-contained learning packiget for use in
preservice or inservice training of teachers in,all occupational
areas. Each of field-tested modules focuses on the deyelopaent of
one or more specific professional competencies identified tbrough
research as important to vocation4l teachers. Materials are designed.
for use by teachers, either on an individual or group basis, working
under the direction of one of more resource persons/instructors.)
(BM)
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FOREWORD
45

This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers. The
competencies upon which these modules are.based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at both the secondary. and post-
secondary levels of instruction The modifies are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas

Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criteribn refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designed for use-by Indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistant p of teacher educators acting as
resource persons. Resource ersons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly orierfted to' PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials.

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests. The material% are intended for
use by universities and colleges. state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voci
tional teachers Further informatioh about the use of the,mod-
ules in teacher education programs IS contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of, Performance-Based Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program fpr
Professional Development for Vocational Education Many fh-
d a/1(1t)We, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions toithe systematic evelop-
ment. testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials. Over 40 teacher educators provided inputin
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pro-
Oided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement

Special recognition for major individual roles in therdirettion,
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the, following program staff
James B Hamilton, program Director, Robert E Norton, As-

,

sociate Progrer'n Director, Glen E. Pardig, Specialist; Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, Prcigdm Assis-
tant. Recognition is also extended to Kristy /loss, Technical
Assistant; Joan Jones, Technical Assistant; and Jeani Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the 'final refinerhent of
the materials Contributions made by former program staff to-
ward devillopmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies urion which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R. Finch providedleaderShip for the
program from 1972-1974

Appreciation is also extended to all thiSse outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher -educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generouslyln various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation withhe vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
vas performed by Center Staff withthe assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out With assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, PE I , Canada, Oklahoma State'University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University ohAnzona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
Sity-of Northern Coforado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State Univeriity

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Educationyor
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort ffom
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S. Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testirfg effort is also extended to Ferris State Coliege,
Holland College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taytor
Directof,
The Center for Vocational Education

CTHE CENTEII FOR VOCATIONAL
(..EDUCATION[I.. O.*. . 1.0 Mos ........ dr. a 3 70

90 Center fortocational Education s mission is to
increase the abili of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual prqgram needs and Outcomes
Installing educational programs and proddcts
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
programs

A
IMV

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Engineering Center
Athens, Georgia 30602

The American Assbciation for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an Interstate organization of, umver-
sites, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement ofteaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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C' INTRODUCTION

Audiovisual equipment and materials are ver-
satile tools which can be used in a variety of ways
and which help ensure that your Iwons will be
more effective and interesting Filmstrips and
slides are two audiovisual devises which can bit'
putto.good use in the vocational classroom or
laboratory on a group or individual viewing basis

tildes and filmstrips are composed o# "still" pic-
tures and, as such, are especially useful in illustrat-
ing concepts and principles when motion is not
critical

4

There are a number of advantages to using
filmstrips andslides: (1) filmstrips are an excellent
device for presenting close-ups of key steps in-
volved in an otherwise difficult-to-view or danger-
ous process; (2) slides Can serfe that same func-
tion, but, additionally, are ,an excellent ,means of
bririging'a "field trip" into the classroom since they
can be made by-the teacher; (3) the order in.which
slides are presented is flexible, and individual
slides can be removed easily and replaced with
updated slides, (4) the equipment is portable, rela-
tively inexpensive, and can be used in the average
classroom as a part of normal classroom instruc-
bog , (5) these visuals allow students to see, as well
as hear about, the material being Covered, (6) stu-
dents can be involved in the Classroom activities by
preparing slides or Operating the equipment, and
(7) students c(an_yse the equipment and materials
on tAn individual basis Filmstrips and sides can be
used at any poinfin the lesson (introdition, body,
summary), and they can be very effectively used in
combination with other types of media such as the
tape recorder

This module is designed fo -help yoti become.
.competent in operating filmstrip and slide equip-
ment, and in using filmstrips and slides to present
irilormation in the classroom or laboratory It will
also help you gain skill in apterrnining When a

sfilmstrip or a set of slides is the best (0( one of the
best) audiovisual device to use for a particular
lesson
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
,Objectives .

Tone ladOltietalre: In an actual school situation, pre-
med lirtionnallon with flIntstrips,and slides. Your pertor-
_aiatios_wM b# assessed by your /seance person, using
the Ta ether Pidalnanoe Assesentertlyorm, pp. 48-52
(LearninriExparience V)
_

Enabling Objectives:
1. After completing the required reading, set up and

operate a filmstrip projector (Learning Experience I)
2. After completing the required .reading, present in-

fdtrmation with filmstrips in a practice .situation
(Learning ExperiAce II)

3 Mier completing the required reading, set up and
operate a slide projeictor (Learning Experience Ill)

4 After completing the required reading, present in-
formation with slides in a practice situation (Learning
Experience IV)

. *

Prerequisites
To complete this module, yoi; must have competency in
developing a lesson plan and in selecting student in-
structional materials If you do not already have these
competencies, meet with your resource 'person to de-
termine what method you will use to gain these skills
One option is to complete the information and practice
activities in the following modules

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4
Select Student Instructional Materials, Mgdule B-5

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your, resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, oc in assessing your progress at any
time

Learning Experience i
Required

A filmstrip projector, to set up and operate.
A screen to use with the projector
A filmstrip-for use in setting up and operating the
projector
A measuring device (ruler, yardstick, tape measure)
for use in setting up the projector

Optionat
Filmstripaape combination equipment to set up and
operate
An audiovisual expert with-whom you can discuss
the uses and operation of filmstrip projectors
An audiovisual equipment dealer whom you can
visit or write to concerni cprrent filmstrip pro-

ofettor equipment aQd sup lieg

, Leatiting Experience II
Required

A filmstrip projector to use during a lesson
A screen to use with the projector
A filmstrip with which to pieseprinformation in a
lesson T
A resource person to.role-pfaY'a Student to whom
you are presenting a lesiOniind tti evaluate your
performance in using filmstrips to cfresent informa-
tion q

Optional
A resource person to review the,,adequacy of your
lesson plan
A teacher skilled in presenting information with
filmstrips whom .you can observe

Learning Experience III
Required

A slide projector lo set up and operate
A screen to use with the projector
A group of slides for use in setting upand operating
the projector
A measuring device (ruler, yardstick, tape measure)
for use in settirNtup the projector/.

ow'



. k Optional
Slide /tape combination equipment to set up end

- operate.
' An audiovisual expert with whom you 'can'discuss

the.uses and-operation aside projectors
An audiovisual equipment dealer whom you can
visjt or write to concerning current slide projector
equipment and supplies.

Learning".Experience IV
Required

A slidr ;rojector to use during a lesson
green to use with the projector

A group of slides with which to present information
4 in a lesson.

A resource person to role-play a student to whom
You are presenting a lesson and to evaluate your
performance in using,slides to present information

Optional
A resource person to review the adequacy of your
Lesson plan.
A teacher skilled in presenting information with
slides whom you can observe

Learning Experience V
Required

Ah actual school situation in which you can present
information with filmstrips and slides
A resource person to assess your competency in

A presenting information with filmstrips and slides

4,

This module covers pertorrnanceeltst#4'umbers 124, 125 from Calvin
J Cotrell'at al , Model Curricula for VoCirtional and Technic& Education
Report No V (Columbus, OH TAe Center tor Vocational Education, The
dhlo State University, 1972) The 384 elements in thiadocument form the
research base for all The Center's POE module development

For information spout the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and terminology which is common to ell 100
modutes, sell About Using The Center's PBTE Modules on the Inside
back cover

y 5
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LearniFig Experience I
OVOVIEW

-2- __

'Activity

Mier completing the required reading, set up and operate a filmstrip
projector.

You will be reading the information sheet, Operating the Filmstrip Pro-
jector, pp. 8-10.

70 u will be setting up and operating a filmstrip projector by completing the
exercises specified in the Fikmstrip Projector Worksheet, pp. 11-14.

You will' be evaluating your competency in setting upland operating a
filmstrip projector, using the Filmstrip. Projector Operation Checklist, pp.
15-16.

\

I" Optional
Ilk Activity.

Optional
Ilk Activity.

AN.

:'You miq wish.to locate and meet with a persdn with expertise in the area of
audiovisuals for the purpose of discussing further the uses and operation
of filmstrip projectors.

You may wish either to visit an audiovisual equipmendealer or to write to a
dealer for cataldgues describing the latest types of equipment and

,supplies available.

p
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For information explaining how to select, set up, and (perste the equip-
ment and materials necessary for a presentation's which uses a filmstrip
projector, read the folloviing information sheet

OPERATING THE FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR

,,Projection Principles`
The filmstrip j:kojector uses a direct projection,

system: the light travels in a straight line from the
lamp ... through the filmstrip ... through the lens

. to the screen. Figure 1 shows a combination
filmstrip/slide projector and a filmstrip carrier. The
metal carriersone for filmstripsi., one for
slidesfit into the carrier Insert slot.

Projector Placement
The filmstrip p lector should be placed toward

the back of the r m on a high table. Exactly where
it is placed ci ends on a number of variables:
These variablet include room size, darkness of the
room, size of group viewing the filmstrip; and
screen size and placement

The projector is placed pioperly if (1) neither the
projector nor the projectionist is blocking stu-
dents' view; (2) the projected image is well cen-
tered on the screen, (3) the projected image is
nearly filling the screen; .(4) the projected image is
clear and well focused, and (5) the projected
image is large enough to be-seen easily by all
viewers.

Projection Materials
For the most part, the filmstrips you will use will

be 35 millimeter, single-frame, commercially-
produced filmstrips There are a number of
sources available to you for locating educatiOnal
filmstrips. These include

Index to 35,imm Educational'Filmstrips
R.R. Bowker Co
1180 Avenue of the Americas
Npw York, New York 10036
Educators Guide to Free Filmstrips
Educators Progress Service
Randolf, Wisconsin 53956
Educational Sound Filmstrip Directory
DuKane Corporation, Audio Visual Division
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
Library of Congress Motion Pictures and
Filmstrips
Instructional materials centers at state de-
partments of education and universities

, Colleagues
Curriculum guides

These catalogues and others available fromtki-
mercial publishers, will pcovide you with k com-
prehensive listing of filmstrips relevant to your oc-

,cupational specialty.

Operition ProceChires
The filmstrip projector generally comes in a car-

rying case. After removing the projector from the
case, locate the power cord and plug it in. Select
the proper carrier and slide it into the carrier insert
slot. The filmstrip is then thtdaded into the slot at
the top of this carrier Hold the filmstrip (touching
only the outside edges) so that the film comes off
the roll counterclockwise, and insert it into the slot
until the filmstrip engages the sprocket teeth of the
film advance
mechanism

Make sure
the sprocket
teeth are
lined up with
the holes in
the filmstrip
edges so thM
the filmstrip
w).14 not be
damaged
Turn on the
motor and
lamp. Then,
use the film
advance
knob to advance the filmstrip until a picture ap-
pears on the screen. Each time you turn the ad-
vance knob until it clicks,. the filmstrip will advance
one frame. Since it is advanced by hand,,you can
show each frame for however long students need
in order to read captions, take notes, or ask ques-
tions.

To enlarge the image on the screen, move the
projector away from the screen. To reduce the
image on the screen, move the projector closer to
the screen To *raise or lower the position of the

I 9
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image on the screen, adjust the elevator control at
the front of the protector. .

To focus the screen image, rotate'the lens or turn
the focus kvrob, depending on the specific proj-
ector you ore using. If two frames appear on the
screen at the same time, the framing can be ad-

., justed with the framing lever located next to the
film advance knob.

After you have show e the filmstrip, you need to
rewind the filmstrip, Wing careful to handle only
the outside edges. You also need to let the
machine Cool before putting it away. In some
machines, you can turn off the machine com-
pletely, and the fan will continue to run automati-
cally until the bulb is cooled, In other machines,
you can turn off fust the lamp. Then, after a few
minutes, you can turn off the fan manually. In still
other machineS, you will have to allow the pro-
jector to stand until the lamp cools.

Once the lamp is cooled, readjust the lens and
the elevator -control to their original positions. Re-
move the carrier (if necessary), unplug the power
cord, and return the-projector, the carrier, and the
cord to the carrying case.

These are general operating procedures Before
attempting to operate any specific model of
filmstrip project r, it is a good idea to check the
operating manugl for that model

Projection Screen
The image projected from a filmstrip projector

will fill a 52" by 70" screen at a distancefrom pro-
jector to screen of 30 feet. There are three basic
types of screens: matte, glass beaded, and lenticu-

lar. A matte
screen is like

a dull white
cloth and

will provide a
good, bright
picture over
a wide view-
ing angle. In
other words,

persons
seated at the
center of the
room and at

either side of
the room will

see the same bright picture. A glass beaded
sCreen has a surface covered with tiny glass beads.
It gives a much brighter picture than the matte
screen, butPonly to persons seated along the line of
projection. The'lenticular screen has tiny ridges
molded into the surface. It gives a bright imagelo
viewers from all angles.

Since the filmstrip projector is operated in a
partially darkened room, any one of these types of
screens ow, be used. If you have more than one
type of screen available, consider how your stu-
dents will be seated and select the screen which
will produce the best 151cture for these viewing
angles.

If your projector is going to be pointed at an
angle toward the screen, a keystone effect will be
produced. Keystoning refers to a d4torted image
in which the top of the image appears larger than
the bottom because the top part of the image is
further away from the projector. This can be cor-
rected by moving the top of the screen forward..

Machine Maintekiance
The only part of t e projector that is likely to

malfunction andoineed to be repaired by the
teacher is the bulb It is always wise to have aspare
bulb handy in case he bulb should burn out. To
change the bulb, wait until it is cooled, unplug the
machine, and then remove the burned out bulb.
Use a cloth to handle the new bulb during re-
placement since fingerprints or other foreign sub-
stances on the bulb cause light to be reflected
back into the bulb. This incIeases the heat and
shgrtens the projection life.

Jarring or bumping thetulb while it is hot can
also shorten its projection The jarring can
cause the filaments in a hot bulb to fuse together. If
this happens, thebulb will probably burn out the
next time the machine is turned on.

The only other maintenance concern of the
teacher is keeping the lens clean. The lens can be
cleaned with a lens tissue and alcohol or lens fluid.

1 o
10
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The following worksheet is designed to help you become competent' in
operating the filmstrip projector. No one need see this worksheet unless
you choose to showlt to them, sp 2to not be reluctant to record what
actually happens, right or wrong. The sheet is not intended to show proof
that you did everything perfectly the first time. It is intended to help you to
organize your knowledge about the operation of filmstrip equipment, to
help you apply that knowledge to actual equipthent; to point out to you
where you have gaps in your knowledge, and to help you determine how to
fill those gags. Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly, this sheet should
make -an excellent reference for you in the future. Read the diretctions
pailtully and then complete each of the 21 exercises.

'p
FILMSTRIP PROJECTOR WORKSHEET

..

, .

Directions: Locate a filmstrip Projector, a screen tb use with the projector, a filmstrip, and a measuring
device (e.g.7 ruler, yardstick, tape measure, etc.J. (If there is filmstrip/tape combination equipment

. available, you may wish to work with. that equipment also, but it is not required.) Arrange for the
'equipment and material to be placed in the room in which you will be working withthem. Complete each
of the following exercises using the actual equipment and material. Each exercise requires a short
response. Please respond fully, but briefly, and make sure yo respond to all parts of each item. Do not
answer simply YES or NO; explain your responses. Should yoUt ave any difficulty with an exercise, make
a note of that problem. r--,,

I , .

1. What is the make and model of the filmstrip projector with which you are working? Is it for filmstrips
only or for both filmstrips and slides? to

.

.,

2. Is there an operating manual'? Does it contain any information that is different from, or was not
covered in, the information_sheet? If so, briefly describe that information.

t

ti

I
. /

i
b ? '

3. What type'of table is being used to hold the projector (portability, height, etc.)?

I r

OS

.

t

P4 .
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.41. describe the filmitLip which you ore using (black and white or color; number of frambs; etc.).
7

11.

, ..
5. Desyibe tkolype;of son :ten with whicr you are working (matte, bpaded, or lenticular; howls it

mounfilit; yi3Oat 43 ize ifiaii,etc?).-- .
. ' . .

../. * . . ....,

6 Setup the scr,een for use. Briefly dekribevany'special procedures involved (e.g., "There is a release
button whichmust first be pushed.',') If the screen is portable, where have you placed it and why?

A

1

a

.-- .'
7 What type of lighting are you using in the room? Is this type of lighting appropriate for using the

L i.filmstrip projector? Why or why not? . . ,

8. Remove the projector frbin. its case and locate the projection lamp. Remove the tamp frollithe
projector and then replace it. Describe the lamp's location and the procedure for removing it.

.

4
I

J

VV

9. *Locatethe ok'off control on the projector. How many positions does it hare and what are they (e.g.,
"fan," "lamp," etc.)? What type of control is it (e.g., switch, knots, etc.''

12

12.



10. Plug theltilachine in and turn it on. At which positions of the on/off control dim's the fan operate?

11. Does the projector have a separate filmstrip carrier which must be inserted into the machine? If so,
describe the procedure for placing the carrier into the carrier irisert slot. .:

12. Thread the filmstrip into the Oroiector. Describe the threrldihg p
film advance knob) and the location of these controls.

13. Focus the image on the screen. Describe the ocedure for focusing.

ge

I
controls involved (e.g.,

a.

14. Raisand/or lower the screen image so that it Is centered on the screen Describe the method for
elevatilpiind lowering the image. - *

13
41.
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15. Locate the framing lever. Adjust it and describe what happens to the screen image when the levey is
moved. Then, frame the image properly.

1.-

t
16. Move the projector gradually closer to the screen, refocusing as you-get closer. How close to the

screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2) the material is
too Smarto see?' 1

17. Move the projector gradually away from the screen, refocusing as you get farther away. How far
sway from the spreencan you get before either (1).you can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2)

the image is too large for the screen?

6

18. Qt what distance (from screen to projector) do you get the best screen image?

41t .

19 Are you using the type and size of screen recommended for use with the filmstrip projector
according to this module? If not, is this affecting your ability to project a quality image? How is the

,
quality affected?

-
--...

6

1

11*

1

20. Assume you have a class of 20 students. Arrange the seating, the screen, the projector,anel the
lighting as you would if you were using the projector to'present information to that group of 20. Turn
on the projector and project the filmstrip. Make any necessary adjustments tothe focus,..etc NOTE:
At this point, move to the explanation of Part 1 in the Feedback that follows

s

21. Remove the, filmstrip and replace the projector and the filmstrip in their cases Then, move to the
explanation Of Part II in the Feedback that follows.

1,

Part I: After you have completed the first 20 items on the worksheet, use
Part I of the Filmstrip Projector Operation Checklist, p. 15, to evaluate
your work Part H: After you have completed item 21, use Part II of the
Filmstrip Projector Operation Checklist, p 16, to evaluate your work

4
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FILMSTRIP PROJEC OPERATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the YES or NO box to indicate whether each item
was performed successfully or not

Name

Date

Resource Person

Part I /
When you Were .locating parts on the filmstrip projector, you remembered to:
1. handle the projection lamp with a soft c)oth

2. be careful not to jar the machine (and lamp) while the lamp was hot

4,0

Yes No

When you were threading the filmstrip into the projector, you made sure that:
3. you h4ndled the filmstisp only by its outside edges

4. the filmstrip holes were properly itnedup with the sprocket teeth ...

The filmstrip projector, screen, andoom are arranged for the group of 20 so_that:
5. the projector is at the back of -the room

6. the projector is on a high table 4

4

7. the projector ancrthe projectionist will not block the viewpf anyone in the class

8. the projected image is large enough for aH viewers to see it clearly

9. the image is well centered on the screen

10. there is no keystoning effect produced

11. the room is nearly dark

The projected image is:
'12. clear and sharp

13.:brtght . .

- 14. well focused -..

.

,(Return to the worksheet and complete item #21)

15
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Part II Yes

Before returning the material and the protector to their cases, you:
15. waited for the bulb to cool .

No

16. advanced the'filmstrip all the way through the carrier and then rewound it by.
hand, touching only the outside bdges of the filmstrip . ..........

17. returned the lens (focus) and elevator control to their original positions El El
18., removed the filmstrip carrier if necessary .

19. unplugged the machine and stored the cord .... c]

LEVEL OF PERPORMANCE: All items should receive YES responses. If any item receives a NO
response, correct that condition using the actual equipment anct materials. If you have trouble correct-
ing the condition, check with your resource person or someone;with expertise in the area of audiovisu-
als..

Optional
ikActivity

IP!

Qptional
Activity

4110

a

You may wish to contact your resource person, or someone els6 you or
your resource person may know of with expertise in the area of audiovisu-
als. This person could discuss with you special techniques or helpful hints
that can be of use to you when you work with the filmktrip projector.

I

You may wish to check into the latest advancements in filmstrip projectors.
You may also wish to identify filmstrips that.are currently available. If there
is an audiovisual equipment-dealership in your vicinity, you may ish to
visit them and look over their equipment, or to make arrangements o have
one of their salespersons talk to you. if you cannot mate such a v sit,.you
could write to one or more of the major manufacturers of film rips and
filmstrip equipment, asking for catalogues.

16



Learning Experienoe II
OVERVIEW

After completing the required reading, present information with filmstrips
in a practicksituation.

M

You will be readingthe information sheet, Using the Filmstrip'Projector as
an Instructional Device, pp. 19-21.

Activity You will bd selecting an objective in your occupational specialty thaflends
itself to a filmstrip presentation.

4.

Y6u will be selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan designed to
achjeve that objective using a filmstrip to illusftate the lessors.

You may wish to have your resource person review A adequacy of your
plan. r .,

You will be obtaining the necessary filmstrip materials, and making ar-,
vangements to secure the necessary equiprile

17
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tOptional
IL Activity-

.

41,
Activity

a

`flu may wish to arrange-through your rest):Grce person to visit a clgssroom
in Which a teacher experienced in theAlse of filmstrips is presenting
information using filmstrip materials anctequipment.

You will be presenting your lesson to your resource person.

p
1j

I

Your competency in presenting information with filmstrip materials and
uiprnerit will'be evaluated by your resource person, using the Presenta-

tion Checklist: Filmstrips, pp. 23-24.

111
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For information describing the general and specific uses of filmstrip mate-
rials-and equipment in presenting information, and explaining theproce-
dures fOr their classroom use, read the following information sheet.

USING THE FILMSTRIP OJECtOR
At AN INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE ,

g , .

If motion isnot an *portant part of the concept " filmstrips are also, simple to use They are
being presented, filmstrips can be very-effective' -easylo store, easy to handle, and easy to thread
learning tools: This.isespecially !rue if the concept' into the protector There is a fairly large vvety of
nee2is to 15e presented step bystep. Bybeing aware filmstrips available commercially, coven a wide
of the adVan- range of topics The cost of purchasing filmstrips
tages and tilt- i '' is usually lOw enough to be within department,

.adVan tag" as- schrl, or district budget's Although the sequence''.(dociated *191 . , % ,,,A
4

of /he filmstrip frames.is fixed, it is posiible to use
_,_____4 ,,T,,,,,, tqrity'a-feinc selected frames from the stRTS.using filmStrips, f

and fiimWO ' '" ".. 0,--- - fi,----r-
, p roject&is, you 4' 1-". ,d e: i ,

,many filmstrips now are produced with an ac
_ _2- ____, __"; , companying audrotabe (usually'cissette) *Mich

den easily de- i__--,
4 4 .41411 , explains drdiscusses the Material on each frame

cide when ,c1 ,,

filmitrips r
j of the., , '

0-. :
At: filmslrip Ari ..

would be hn t %

. . . audilalebeep 7i
. appropriate v..---...-4,45 .

', 6n trte tape
means of illus- ;,/, , *

i rld 'cafes to
fisting a par- ',L--''i-:_-_- . i.

,,-..

r you when A , li -i.,)-.._2/...
titular lesson .1

.',qand of helping ' you

areto w. '.-. - -.;'T,
4dvapce trIe "---- ',, -,,,.,--v

\ -I, ,e0 .

you to achieVe ('''`.se ,..,!:._____.;_a' ----- --,--,------.15,filmstrip , .

the lesson obi- 1. . -

lectiye(s). )

Furthermore ''-'-r* ''' ------ . 3-
sound,. ' , 0.

...

Advantages
A filrnifriP can 'do many cr the Arne thingsasa

film, but without the motion; Tryough -pihotOg-'
raphy or artists` drawingsr-a fitmstelb Cah shoyv
many things, such as(1) a close-up of an item not
ordinixily visible to the-naked eye7(2) the key steps,
in a process which ordinarily occurs at to rapid- a
speed to be seen clearly, (3) the key rn a
process which ordinarily occursslowly dvera tong
period of tithe; (4) gOstract concepts ina concrete
way; and (5) dangeroUsskillS or oderations F.ur-

'tbermoret like film, thq filmstrip is a continudus
'strip, with the frames'arrangeOerrhOentTy in a
logical, sequential

'
viewing order

.
The filmstrip prolector is small, lightweight,

quite simple to operate, and relatively inexpensive
It can be operated in a room which is not totally
darkened. Therefdie, it can be lised in a normal
classroom either for group presentations or indi-
vidual viewing Since the protector operates by
advancing the filmstrip one frame at a time, usGally
mahuallyeach framecan be studied or discussed. ,
individually for as long as is needed

farhstripAh
equiprre7vis
now aye, :
atta whorl
showt the
liirriStrip, .

plays the tape, and includes its own screen and
,speaker all in one pieceof equipment

. Qn this new 41uipment, an inaudible beep on
the tape automatically advances the filmstrip
equipment With such equipment, individual view-
ing of filmstrip /tape presentations is far simpler
and more practical. An additional adAntag.e to
u,sing a filmstrip in combination With-dither a

iteacher made or commercially-produced tape, is
that it does` not penalize the student who is a poor
reader.- ,

Disadvantages
Since a frImstrid. is made 9f a fixed sequence of

frames, it is not as flexible as other media such as
slides or transparencies, forInstance, It is not easy
to show the filmstrip frames in a different Order

19 13
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With equipment on which ,each frame of the
filmstrip must be advanced 6y hand, someone
must be wish the projector. This causes that person

-to 'divide his/her attention between viewing the
filrhtirip and operating the projector. Since each
fraine can be held on the screen indefinitely for
students to study, this does not constitute a major
problim for a student operator. If the teacher is
operating tkte projector, it can be a diSadvantage
since he/she would beat the bank of the room with
only limited eye contact with studenp..

When using filmstrips, you will probably have to-
'rely on commercially-produced products since
filmstrips, cannot be easily teacher-made. Com-
mercial filmstrips are usually purchased from the
prdducer rather than rented from a distributor
Therefore, unless there is money in the budget for
you to purchase a needed filmstrip, or unless it is
already available within the district or at a local
library, you may not be ableto obtain the filmstrip
you ,need Another potential problem with
commercially-produced filmstrips is that they may
not always meet the exact objectives of ydur les-
son or the specific needs, interests, and abilities of
your students

presentatio'n.,Of course, the taite recorder
can always be stopped if more time is needed for
viewing a particular frame. But, thiS cahbreak the
flop of the audio preSentation, and it is a bit more
complicated in terms of operating. nrotedures.

'Finally, although 'filmstrips can be effective in
presenting certain things, theyL are just not as
compelling and motivating as the films and trflevi-
sion presentations that today's students are accus-
tomed to. This need not be a disadvantage, how;
ever, if they are used well by the teabherN

Classroom Procedures ,

The procedures you follow in using the filmstrip
projector start with the thorough preplanning and
preparation activities that precede -Ine actual
showing of the filmstrip. You should-first develop a
unit of instruction' and a lesson plan. Then, you
should select instructional materials that help
meet the objectives of the unit and lesson, and
fleet the needs and interests of students 2 Thus, in
order for the filmstrip ppejector to be used effec-
tively, its use must fit the needs of the lesson, and
the filmstrip(s) used'should do all or at least most
of the following .

it meet the lesson objectives
fit students' needs, interests, and abilities
provide concrete experiences
motivate,br arouse interest
develop continuity of thought
clarify meshing and new vocabulary

"provide varietwo learning
save instructional time

If you are using a filmstrip/tape presentation in
the classroom; it is not as simple to leave each
frame on the screen for as long as students need in
order to comprehend the content The pace of the
taped presentation controls the pace of the

provide experience not as easily obtained by
some other instructional device
be up to date
be presented at a logical point in the lesson
be clear, logical, conotse, error free, and at-
tractive

.

,If you determine that a filmstrip w ld, in fact,-
hel p to meet the lesson objectives, yo irst step is
to locate potential filmstrips, view them, and
evaluate their ability to. meet the above criteria
Once you have looated an appropriate filmstrip,
you can begin tb plan how it will fit into your les-

1 To gain skill in de141oping stand of instruction, you-may wish to refer to
Module B-3 Develop a Unit of Instruction

2 To gain skill in determining the needs and interests di Students, you
may wish 'to refer to Module B-1, Determine Needs and Interests of
Students

20 '-U
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amt. Your lesson plan needs to answer the follow-
ing types of questions-,

At what point,in the lesson will be filmstrip be
shown?
How are yOu going to pare the students for
the filmstrip?
Are you going to. how the filmstrip straight
thrOugh and disc wit afterwards? show
the filmstrip through 'once (perhaps with a
tape) andtban reshow it more slowly (without

. 'the tape with time.provided to discuss or ask
questions as each frame is shown? . show
the farnstrip slowly the first time 'through, al-
lowing time for questions and discussion?

Are students goo/ to read the printed corn-
rnentary written on 'each frame aloud or to
themselVes? . is the teacher going to read
it? .. will the filmstrip beaccompdnied by a
tape?
Whaf.method of summary are you going to
use?
HA are you going to evaluate what the stu-
dents have learn%d from the filmstrip',
In what way(s) are you going to get feedback
on the students' evaluation of the filmstrip?
Are there any follow-up activities you pax) plan
which grow out of the filmstrip presentation?

Some film' frips are accompanied by teachers'
guides or programmed instruction:Beforeyou use
such materials, either with a class or for individual
study purposes, yob need to make sure that they

`do, in fact, meet the 'needs of your lesson objec-
Nes and your students The,w4itten materials ac-

ti

companying 'filmstrips cap be of value in helOing
you to prepare your own study guides or work-
sheets. Those can be used in preparing students_
for a filmstrip, as a basis for class discussion, as a
follow -tip activity, or to direct individual viewing.

Before using the projector In the classroom, you
should have (1) reserved the filmstrip screen (if
necessary) 'and projector well in ad.varre for the
time yoi.kwill need to use then; (2) thangec the
physical setting of the room on the day of _the
presentation SQ that alhstudents will be able to see
the projected image ',clearly, (3) prkhecked and
prefocused the projector, and (4) made sure you
had a spare bulb avgilable

"-When you 'reach the *wit in your lesson 10
which the filmstrip IS to be shown, prepare the
students for the fUrrstrip. You can do this by rais-
ing questions, poi6t1tig out key items to look for,
discussing vocabulary, indicating errors or omis-
sions contained iriAhe filmstrip, passing-out study
guides, etc Then, show the filmstrip according to
your lesson plans

Unless the equipment is in the way, it is best to
wait until aftdr you have completed thelesson
cussion, evaluation, summarization, follow-up,
etc ) to put the equipment away In this way; you
can be, sure that the bulb has cooled, and the ,

operation of the equipment does not interfere with .

the flow of the lesson



Select a student.perfohnance objective in your ocdupational specialty
which could be achieved, at,least partially; by using a filmstrip (In a real
world situation, you start with an ,objective and then select the most
appropriate materials and/or teaching methods. In this practice situation,
however, you need to select an objective that lends itself to using a

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes the use Of a filmstrip In your
plan, explain what filmstrip(s) will be needed, how it will be used, and
when Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may select a lesson plan
that you have developed previously; and adapt that plan so that it includes
the use of a filmstrip.

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan He/she could use the Teachetr Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop 6 Lesson Plan, as a guide'

Based on your lesson plan, select and obtain the filmstrip(s) you will need
to make your presentation. Also, arrangeo have a filmstrip projector and a
screen available when you imake'your

Before presenting your lesson, you may wish to arrange through your
resource person to observe a lesson involving the use of a filmstrip which is
being presented by a vocational teacher in your service areawho is experi-
enced in using filmstrips.,

a

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson to your resource
person Your resource person will serve two functions -(1) he/she will
role-play a student to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) he/she
will evaluate your perfoiTnance.

Give your resource person the Presentation Checklist Filmatrips, pp.
23-24, before making your presentation in order to ensure that he/she
knmys what to look for in your lesson

22 24



PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: FILMSTRIPS

' Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,

7 partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an Xin the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

I*
lib 44

The teacher:
1. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that would ensure

that all students could both see and hear the presentation clearly CI El El El
2. had equipment and materials assembled in advance CI

3. set up the equipment and threaded the filmstrip according manu-
CIfacturer's recomme'ridations .

4. prechecked and piefocused the equipment Cl

5. had a spare bulb available El El LJ

6. projected the image on the Screen clearly and accurately so that it
met the following criteria', CIa no keystoning. effect .

b. well focused C
c. well centered on the screen

d. readable .

7. used a filmstrip which met ,the following criteria: itiopoa. content was at students' comprehension level .

/ b. content of the filmstrip was of good quality in terms of artwork,
printing, color, etc. OE

c. filmstrip aided in meeting the objective(s) of the lesson CM

preparedstudents adequately for the filmstrip (e g , raised key dues-
tions, defined terms,-etc.) .

9. presented the filmstrip at a logical point in the lesson .. ID

10 'paced the presentation of the filmstrip according to the needs of the
111 111lesson and the students

11 clearly emphasized points being presented visually by class discus-
sion or by having someone read subtitles 111

20
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r

12. summarized (or hadtlass members summarize) the content of the
El III El iifilmstrip

13. obtained student feedback On students understanding of the
filmstrip El CI E.1

14 obtained student feedback on,students' evaluation of the Jilmstrip

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person slaould meet to determine whet additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the wsak area(s).

`A
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Learning Experience III

OVBRVIEW

Activity

After completing the required reading, set up and operate a slide projector.

\iilinewil
You will be reading the information sheet, Operating the Slide Projector,
pp. 26-29.

_______

Activity You will be setting up and operating a slide projector by completing the
exercises specified in the Slide Projector Worksheet, pp. 31-35.

7-
Optional
Activity

You will be evaluating your competency in setting up and operating a slide
-projector, using the Slide Projector Operation Checklist, pp. 37-38.

You may wish to4locate and meet with a person with expertise in the area of
audiovisuals for the purpose of discussing furtherthe uses and operation
of slide projectors.

optional You'may wish to either visit ,an audiovisual equipment dealer or write to a
AFtivity dealer for catalogues describing the latest types of equipment and

supplies available.ft!.

25
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FIGURE 2 .

SLIDE EQUIPMENT .
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For information explaining hfkw to select, set up, and operate the equip-
ment and materials ilecessarrfor a presentation which uses a slide pro-,
jector, read the folldwing information sheet:

OPERATINQ nig SLIDE PROJECTOR

Projection Principles
The slide projector also uses a direct projection

'system: the light travels in astraig'ht fromlhe
lagip . through the slide ... througHlhe lens .

reen. Figure 2 sho-ws- one of the Most
(slide projectors the carousel projftor

a ci rcular slide tray (magazine)and the slide
carrier which fits into the combination filmstrip/
slide projector shown on p. 8.

to the
Po

lyfwit

Projector Placement
As with the filmstrip projector, the slide projector

should be placed toward the back of the room on a
high table. The projector is placed properly if (1)
neither the projector nor the projectionist is block-
ing students' view; (2) the projected image is well
centered on the screen; (3) the projected image is
nearly 'filling the screen; (4) the projected image is

-dear and well focused; and (5) the projected
image is large enough to be seen easily by all
viewers.

Projection Materiali
For the lost part, the slides you will use will

probably be 2" by 2" teacher-made or locally-
-s

4

produced slides. The 2 x 2 refers to the overall
dimensions of the slide including the cartSoard
frame. The actual film size is:9" by 1.3g. Wi h a 35
millimeter camera and color film, any teacher can
take pictures of persons, places, and things
specific to his/her own occupational specialty, and
these can big developed as slides.

There are a number of sources of teacher-made
and commercially- produced slides in the area of
education. These Include

Motion Picture and Educational Markets Divi-
51011

Eastman Kodak Co.
Rochester, New York 14650
Univerlity-based instructional materials cen-
ters
Colleagues

By reviewing catalogues evailable frOm these
sources or reviewing curriculum guides in your
area, you can identify slides which would be ap-
propriate to your lessons.

Operation Procedures
There are a number of different'slide projectors-



4

. available todly. Although the, projection principles
are the same for each pilDjector, the operation pro-
cedures may vary slightly from projector to pro-
jecitor. The projector may be a simple filmstrip/
slide projector (see Figure 1 in Learning, Experi-
ence I), a projector equipped for use with long
rectangular slide magazine, a carousel projector
(see Figure 2), or a projector with a circular slide
tray which is placed on its side beside the pro-
jector.

The On:lector may be equipped for remote con-
trol operation, it may be capable of enly manual
operation, or it may be equipped for both. Newer

* slide projectors are set up fote operated in com-
bination with tape recorders far slide /tape presen-
tations. The tape is recorded,with inaudible beeps
(sync pulses) which move the slides alongoto syn-
chronize it.ith the information being presented'on
the tape.

If you are going to be working with a filmstrip/
slide projector, you wilk be handling loose slides
which you will have to place in the carrier one at a
time. These should be arranged in order in ad-
vance. With
some car-
riers, you
place the
slide (always
upside
down) into
the carrier, "'

pugh the car-
rier in to
show the
slide, and
then pull the
carrier back
out to re-
move the
slide and replace it with the next slide.

With other carriers, you place a slide in on the
right-hand side of the carrier, and when you push it
in to show it, there is a place now on the left-hand
side to insert e slide. When you push in the left-
hand side, you are showing the second slide while
being alate to remove the firit slide and replace it
with the third in the slide slot to the right This latter
system allows fora more continuous presentation.

If you are going to be working with a projector
which is equipped for use with magazines, your
slide show can beset up in advance. The slides are
simply placed, again upside down Into the
magazine in the proper order. The tray is then
inserted into (or onto) the projector according to
directionsnd advanced manually to the first slide.

ti

28

To advance the slides during the presentation, you
simply push a button each time you wish to ad- 4
vance a slide.

Whichever projector you are using, the first step
is to remove the projector froewits case, if neces-
sary, and to locate the power cord and plug it in. In'
some projectors, the cord is located in a storage
compartment within the projector itself. Next, plug
in the remote control if there is one.

If you have a filmstrip/slide projector, insert the
carrier and the first slide, and then turn on the,
motor and lamp. If you have a projector with r
magazine, turn on the machine first, and then in-
sert and position the magazine so that the first
slide is showing.

To enlarge the image on the screen, move the
projector away from the screen. To reduce the
image on the screen, move the projector closer to
the screen. To raise or lower the position of the
image on the screen, adjust the extendable legs or
the elevator control atthe front of the machine. To
focus the screen image, rotate the lens, or turn the
focus knob, depending on the specific projector
youware using.

After you are through pith your slide presenta-
tion, you need to let the machine cool before put-
tingting it ay.-In some machines, you can turn off the
mach' completely, and the fan will continue to
tun au omatically until the bulb is cooled. to other

9 4



machines, you turn off just the lamp. Then, after a
few minutes, you can turn off the fan manually. In
still other machines, turning off the lamp turns off
the fan also. For these machines, you will have to
allow the projector to stand irtrl the lamp cools

Once the lamp is cooled, return the projector to
its original state. Depending on which type-tit pro-
jector you are usingthis means readjusting the
lens, lowering the front of the projector using the
elevator control or extendable legs, removing the

carrier (if
necessary),

removing the
magazine,

ungging
the power

cord `end re-
turning it to

its storage
area, and

unplugging
the remote

control

These are
general

operating

10/

procedures. Before attempting to operate any
specific model of slide projector, it is sa good idea
toeheck the operating manual for that model

' Projection Screen
In a normal-sized classroom, it is best to use a

70" by 70" square screen with the slide projector.
The film ithage of a slide is not square; it is 9" by
1.3" However, a slide may be projected with the
1 3" side vertically or accommo-
date either placement, square screen is best.
Since the slide projector is used in a partially dar-
kened room, the type of screen you usematte,
glass beaded, or lenticularwill depend on how
your students are seated. For information on the
different types of screens, and on the keystone
effect, refer to the information sheet, Operating the
Filmstrip Projector, p. 10

MaChine Maintenance
The responsibilities of the teacher in maintain-

ing the slide projector are the same as those for the
filmstrip projector. This information may be found
on p. 10 of the infarmation sheet, Operating the
Filmstrip Projector

29
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'Activity

The following worksheet is designed to help you become competent in
operating the slide projector. No one need see this worksheet unless you .
choose to show it to them, so do not be reluctant to record What actually
happens, right or wrong The sheet is not intended to show proof that you
did everything,perfectly the first time. It is intended to help you to organize
your knowledge about the operation of the slide projector, to help you
apply that knowledge to actual equipment, to point out to you where you
hate gaps in your'knowledge, and to help you determine how to fill those
gaps. Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly, this sheet should make an
excellent reference for you in the future. Read the directions carefully and .7
then complete each of the 24 exercises.

SLIDE PROJECTOR WORKSHEET
Directions: Locate at least one of the following Types of slide projectors: filmstrip/slide projeCtor:,
magazine-type slide projector, carousel projector, or standard slide projector. (If there is slide/tape
combination equipment available, you may wish to work with that equipment also, but it is not required.)
Also, locate a screen to use with the projector, a group of slides, and a measuring. avice (e.g., ruler,
yardstick, 1ape measure, etc.). Arrange for the equipment and material to be placed in the room in which
you will be working with them. Complete each of the following exercises using the actual equ,ipment and
material. Each exercise requires a short response Please-respond fully; but briefly, and make sure you
respond to all p ch item Do npt answer simply YES or NO; explain your responses. Should you
have any di with an exercise, make a note of that problem.

1. What is the make, model, and type of slide projector with which you are working'?

2. Is there an operating manual'? Does it contain any inforthation that is different from, or was not
covered in, the information sheet'? If so, briefly describe that informartion AL,

3. What type of table is being used to hold the projector (portability, height, etc )'?

4. Describe the glides you are using (artwork or photos, color or black and white, number of slides,
etc.).

3i
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5. Eiescribe the type bf screen with whiff
' mounted; what size is it, etc.?).

ou We working Imatte, beaded, or lenticular, how is it

6. Set up the screen for use. Briefly describe any special procedures invOlved (e.g., "There Ise release
button which must firsi,be pushed:').,If the screen is portable, where have you placed it and why?

7. What type of lighting aro you using in the room? Is this type of lighting appropriate for Lring the slide
projector? Why or why not?

a

.444.

8. Remove the projector from its case and locate the projection lamp Remove the lamp from the
projector and then replace it. Describe the lamp's location and the procedure for removing it.

ta

9. Locate the on/off contr.& on the projector. How many positions does it have and what are triey (e.g ,
"fan," "lamp," etC )2 What type of control is it (e.g., switch, knop, etc.)?

10. Plug the machine in and turn it on At which positions of the on/off control does the fan operate?

7fir
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11. Is there a remote control device? If so, describe how to attach it to the projectort, what func.tions it
controls, and how to operate it. .

t

12. Is there a timer for automatically advancing the slides'? What lengths of time intervals does the timer
allow? Describe how to operate it. . .

I

k

13. Does the projector have a separate slide carrier or magazine attachment'? If so, describe how to
attach the magazine or slide carrier to the projector

w .
,

14. Using the group of slides you are working wit?, load them into the projector, carrier, or magazine
Describe the procedure for loading the slides and for advancing the slides, once they are loaded

15. Draw a rough sketch showing tow the slide should be loaded so that the image is projected properly
(right side up, etc ) onto the screen

P

i I
i
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16. With a slide in place, focus-the image on the screen. Describe the procedure for focusing

r

17. Raise and/or lower the screpri image.so that it is centered on the screen. Describe the method for
elevating and lowering the image

A

, ,) 8. Locate the framing lever. Adjust it and describe whathappens to the screen image when the lever is
moved Then, frame the image properly.

4

19. Move the projector gradually closer to the screen, refocusing as you get close?. How close to the
screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2) the material is
too small to see?

4
-

20. Move the projector gradually away from the screen, refocusing as,you get farther away How far
away from the screen can you get before eithet (1) you.can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2)
the image is too large for the screen?

21. Art what distance (from the screen to projector) do you get the best screen image?

3 Li
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22. Are you Using the type and size of screen recommended fpr use with the slide projector according to
this module? It not, is this affecting your ability to project a quality image? How is the quality
affected?

' 23. Assume you have a class of 20 students Arrange the seating, the screen, the projector, and the
lighting as you would if you were'using the projector to present information to that group of 20 Turn
on the projector and project a slide Makeamy necessaryatdjustments to the focus, etc NOTE: At this
point, move to the explanation of Part I in the Feedback that follows

6

24 Remove the slide and replace the projector and the slide in their cases Then, move to the
explanation of Part II in the Feedback that followi

!tart I: After you .have completed the first 23 items on the worksheet, use
Part I of the Slide Projector.Operation Checklist, p 37, to evaluate your
work Part II: After you have completed item 24, use Part II of the Slide
Projector Operation Checklist, p 37, to evaluate your work'

:3
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SLIDE PROJECT0FrOPERATION CHECKLIST

4
Directions:,Place an X in the YES arNO box to indicate whether each item

. was performed successfully or not.

Name

Date

Resource Person

J-

Part 1 Yes No

When you were locating parts on the slide projector, you remembered to:
1. handle the projection lamp with a soft cloth El
2. be careful not to jaAile machine (and lamp) while the lamp was hot .

When yoi were loading the slide(b) Into the projector, you made sure that:
3. you litindled the'slide only by the edges and not on the film area

ti

The Slide projector, screen, and room are arranged for the group of 20 so that:
'4. the projector is at the back of the room ..

5. the projector is on a high table

6. the projector and the projectionist will not block the view of anyone in the class

7. th( projected image is large enough for all viewers to see it clearly ..

8. the image is well centered on the screen

9. there is no keystoning effect produced El
10. the room is nearly dark

The projected image Is:
11. clear and sharp .

12. bright ..

13. well focused .

(Return to the worksheet and complete Item #24.)

art 11

Before returning the material and the projector to their cases, you:
14'. waited for the bulb to cool .

15. returned the lens (focus) and elevator control to their original positions

16. removed the slide carrier or magazine

17. unplugged the machine and stored the cord

18. unplugged the remote control and stored it if necessary ..

3I
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items should receive ES responses. If any item receives a NO
response, correct that condition using the actual equipment and materials If you have trouble correct-
ing the condition, check with your resource person or someone with expertise in the area of audiovisu-
als.

Optional
Activity

il""
IF Optional

Activity

A

You may wish tt contact your resource person, or someone else you or
your resource person may know of with expertise in the area of audiovisu-
als. This person coulcl.discuss,with you special technique's or helpful hirits
that can be of use to you when you work with the slide projector.

You may wish to check into the latest advancements in slide projectors and
the production of slides. If there is an audiovisual equipment dealership or
photography store (or photography department on campus) available in
your vicinity, you may wish to visit them and look over their equipment, or
to make-arrangements to have one of their representatives talk to you If
you cannot make such a visit, you could write to one or more of the major
manufacturers of slide cameras or of slide projectors, asking for cata-
logues

38.
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Learning Experience IV
OVERVIEW

Activity ,
.

timilii t You will be reading the information sheet, Using the Slide projectores an
.., Instructional Device, pp. 41-43. . . , I.

, . "14.--,

ei?
After completing the required reading, present information with slida
practice situation. ,

-

A

You will be selecting an objective in your occupational specialty that lends
itself to a slide presentation.,

You will be selecting, modifyingor developing a lesson plamdesigned- to
achieve that objective using slideS to illustrate the lesson.

.

-J

You may dish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
, plan.

Activity You will be obtaining or preparing the necessary slides, and making ar-
rangements to secure the necessary equipment.

al
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Optional
Activity

You may wiartoiorrange throtigh yoilr resource person to visit a classroom
in which a teacher experienced in the use of slides is presenting informa-
tion using slide materials and equipment.

You will be presenting your lesson 4o youer resource person.

Your competency is presenting information With slide materials and
equipment will be evaluated by your resource perdOn, using the Preserita-

-..,
tion Checklist: Slides, pp '45-46. .;"

Ss

w-
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For information describing the general and specific uses slide materials,
and equipment in presenting,information, and explaining the procedures
for their classroom use, read the following information sheet:

USING THE SLIDE PROJECTOR
'AS. AN.1NSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE

Slides and filmstrips perform much the same
funCtiltns in s of their ability to explain,' illus7
trate, or cl s ttat you-are trying to teach. A slide
presenta n a filmstrip presentation are both
based on a series of still pictures; movement is not
shown. However, while slides haye many of the
same advantages as filmstgips, many of the disad-
vantages associated wi filmstrips have been
eliminated with slides. 4!

Advantages'
Like the filmstrip, slides can do'nany of the

same things as a film, but without the motion.
Slides, tot), pan be used to show close-ups of very
smaLijams. They can be used to highlight key
step processes which are, hazardous.or'which
occur toorapidly or over too long a period of time
to be viewed early by, students in a olasSroomf
Also, they Can be used tO illustrate abstract con-
cepts.

Unlike filmstrips, .howevetOestides can be
teacher-made. Slide cameras are readily available,
reasonably inexpensive, and fairly simple to opr-
ate. The film can be processed into slides for a
rntderate price at the local camera store This

etiytitt-t access to a slide camera and with

:L711111-IILL

a little know-how, any classroom teacher canro-
duce his/her own slides to meet his/her own
negds.

Stfde projectors are small, lightweight, quite
simple to operate '(especially those which hold
slide magazines), and relatively inexpensive. Most

*newer magazine-type projectors include a remote
control which allows you to sit where you can best il-Ar
view both students and the n; while still being
ablehtooadvance the slides ourself. Some pro-
jectors even come with a timer which will advance
the slides automatically at pre-set intervals`

,

Slide projectors can be operated in a room
which is not totally darkened; therefore, they can
be used in a normal classroom, either forlioup

.prerntationi or individual viewing. Since even
those projectors with automatic controls can be
operated manylly,each slide can be projected for
as long as is needed _for the class to study or dis-
CUSS it.

Slides are easy to use, store, and handle, espe-
cially if you are using a Orojector that holds
magaapes Once the slides are properly inserted
intebanagazine, you don't have to worry about
showing slides out of sequence. In' addition, there
is little choose of losing 'a slide, and you do' not
have to han9le or manipulate the slides at all'dur-
ing the presentation. Since each slide is an indi-
vidual unit, the order of presentation is not fixed as
it is with the filMetrip Ybu can easily change the
order, add slicles,oliminate slides, or replace slides
of -outdated material Mtn- new slides.

Slides can be produced with accompanying al-
diegitges (usually cassettes) which xplain or dis-
cuss the material on -each slide iI a sequence
These slide/tapes can be used very.effectively with
groups or on an individual viewing basis. The

. 6 tapes can be produced witt audible beeps to indi-
cate,whenAhe slides, are be advanced or with
inaudible beeps which trigger the advancement of

The slides automatically.

g 4 i
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-Sound-,slide equipment is now available which
rboth plays the cassette and prOje the slides.

When a cassette with an inaudible b p is inserted
in the equipment, the beep auto atically ad-
vances the slides in sequence with the taped pre-
sentation. . ,

eSlide/tape pr ntations are ideally suited for
individual yie ing since the equipment and mate-
rials areasy for students to work with, and stu-
dents who might need assistance reading written
material are.getting the-information orally and vi-
sually instead. --. +-

-.4

Disadvantages
Aside from the limitations' inherllnt in,the der

type's of projectors which require you tcy insert the
slideernanuaily oneat slime, there are few disad-
vantages associated with using slides.' As with
filmstriPS; slides are not as dynamic es films or
television presentations, and slidellape presenta-
tions %are less flexible than using slides alone';
.However, neither of these concerns as major,--ancl
neither will become a disadvantage if the equip-
ment and materials are being used sensibly and
properly.

gtlilssioom Procedures
In order for the slide projector to be used effec-

tively;tively; its useiust fit the needs of the lesson, and
the materials-06jected must meet the criteria for
quarltylnaterials.-These classrodm prodediates are
nearly identical to those described for the filmstrip
projector on pp. 20-21

Two additional-points need to be made which
are specific toslides and slide projectors. Since
the slides often are teacher-rliade, it is sometimes

.necesSary to do more than just "locate" `appropri-,
ateiislides. Sometimes, the teacher must decide

well in advance what slides will be needed so that
he/she can take pictUres to fit those needs. Sec-
ondly, one additional question you might wish to
ask in planning a slide presentation is, "Am I going
to show the slides straight through, or am I going
to be showing the slides (or just a few slides) to
illustrate key points periodically throughout the
le1n ?"

If you plan to use the latter technique, there are
some special procedures involved. With the over-'
head projector, projectingivisuals at intervals in a
presentation is simple because you are already at
the front of the room and the room is fully lighted.
With the slide projector, the equipment is at the
back of the room and the room lights must be off.
Thus, each time you use a slide, the lights Must be
turned off end someone must turn on the projector
and advance the slide. Each time you wish to go on

-with, apart of the presentation which is not illus-
'trated'with slides, the lights must be turned on,and
someone must turn off the-projector.

probably end up running aro d the room a lot.
If you try to do all these mtnipulations, yoUlt

Are

.4'

'This is distracting td students and does not
itself to a very smooth or unified prestintafio
students are asked to control the Aighls an
equipment, ythu aretsking them also to divide theie
attention between the presentarcon and equip-
ment operation. Unless your school has a media
crew whose members ,coUld cdrne in to waist in

/In1I1I type of presentati , it would probably be best
t55 use some other in ructional technique instead. ..,

t . ' ,

ppeoliic.Applications - ' '

I

In English classes, a ten-year old grammar book
probably still up to date and accurate. Not so ip
cational classes. Last year's fashions areproba-
jot the same as this year's fashions. The corn

planted ten yeari ago may have been made °Ogee
lete by a new hybrid. A 'recently inventedptece of
equipment matchahge the shop practices de- if`
scribed in a ten year old textbook.

a

S.
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Vocational education changes as the real world
changes. Thus, slides are of special value tb the
vocational education teacher-The home econom-
ics-teacher can update his/her curricular materials

, each year with new slides of current fashion de,,
signs Slides

can be
showr1 of ac-
4ial children,'
some show-
ing physical

sAns as-
sociated with

welt balanced
diets, some

.showing
signs of mal-

nutrition
Various

periods of
home fur-

nishingg or house designs, and types of equipment
used in related occupations cikalso be illustrated
by slides

rri 4

The health occupations teacher can use slides
taken in hospitals or medical offices to illustrate
modern equipment or current practices Slides of
persons suffering from actual inturies, or poor
teeth, or-specific diseases can hc*IlD health occupa-
tions studentp learn to recognize symptoms. The
agriculture teleher A% use slides to aidstudents
in recognizing and identifying breeds of livestock,
types of soil, or various kinds of insects, plants, or
tools The cosrgetology teacher can use slides to
illustrate various hair styles which are currently
popular or to show how different hair styles can
change the appearance of the same person.

T achers of wood or metal shop can use slides
to II strate new equipment or tools They may also
us slides to show different views of a completed
pfoject or examplesof model projects which have

-teen completed Slides can be used to show stu-
dents the stages involved in erecting a building
using an actual example All vocational teachers
can use slides to take the place of an actual field
trip if such a trip is not possible

40
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Activity

Activity

Optional
lkActivity

%MO

Select a student performance objective in your occupational specialty
Which could be achieved, at least partially, by using slides. (In a real World
situation, you start with an objeCtive and then select the most appropriate
materials and/or teaching methods. In this practice situation; however, you
need to select an objective that lends itself to using slides.)

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes the use of slides. In your
plan, explain what slides will be needed,, how they will be used, and when.
Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may select a lessonslan that you
have developed previously, and adapt that plan so that it,incluBes the use of
slides. .

oor

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan He/she could use the Teacher PerformancNessessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide

4 -

4.0

Based on yourAlson plan, select, obtain, or prepare the slides you will
need to make your presentation. Also, arrange to have a slide projector and
a screen available when you make your presentation

t
G.

"1 vs a

Before presenting your lesson, you may wish to arrange through your
resource person to clbserve a lesson,involving the use of slides which is
being prestnted by a voc.akieol teacher in your service area who is experi-
pnced in using (or perhap-s pilaparing) slides

a simulated classra situation, present your lesson to your resource
person. Your resourc erson will serve two ',unctions (1) he/she will
role-play a studeht to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) he/she
will evaluate youi. performance.

13.

5ive your resource person Vie Presentation Checklist. Slides, pp, 45-46,
before making your p;esentation in order to ensure that he/she knows
what to look for in your lesson

4a
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PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: SLIDES

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or- impossible
to. execute, place an X in the N/A box.

ti

Name

Data

Resource Person

ea

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

e 4c
The teacher:

1. arranged the physicakietting in advance in a way that would ensure
that all students could both see and hear the presentation clearly I=1 El

2. had equipment and materials assembled in advance
Q

3.set up the equipment and loaded the slides according to manufac-
turer's recommendations I: El CI

4. prechecked and prefocused, the equipment .... ETD.
S. had a spare bulb available ....

8. projected Me image on the screen clearly and accurately so that it

a. no keystoning effect
met the following criteria:

El
El El

E:1

r b. content was at students' comprehension level . .

b. well focused ..

c. well centered on the screen

d. readable ...

7. used slides which met the following criteria
a. content of the slides was simple .

c. content of the slides was of good quality in terms of colOr, clarity,
contrast, etc.. . . . .

d. slides'aided in meeting theobjective(s) of the lesson El
8. $repared students adequately for the slifle presentation (e g., raised

Elkey questions, defined terms, etc.)

El El El [:-19. presented slides in a logical sequence

resented the slides at a logical poinein the lesson . cincip
and of the students l

11. paced the slide presentation according to the needs of the lesson El E n
ti 4 it,
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q.

4

4? At 4P

12. clearly emphasized and explained points being made visually

13. used the on/off switch to ciirifrol attention (if appropriate) :Inc
14. summarized (or had class members summarize) the slide presenta- EI

. . . . , . . . .

15 obtained student feedback on students' understanding of the slide DODDpresentation . . .

rr 15: obtained student feedback on students' evaluation of the slide
presentation . .

LEVEL OF PRESENTATION: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NOpor
PARTIAL 'response: the teacher and the resource person should meet to determine what additional
activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in thit weak area(s).

4u
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Learning Experience V

Activity

FINAL EXPERIENCE et.

In an actual school situation,* present information with filmstrips and-
slides.

if you plan Your lessons, decide when filrnstripii and slides could be used
Wectively to aid you in meeting the lesson objectives. Based on those
decisions, present information With filmstrips and slides. This will in-;
dude ,,,

'deciding if you wish to teach a single lesson which incorporates the
use of both techniques or if you wish to teach two lessons, one using
a filmstrip and one using-slides
selecting, Modifying, or developing a lesson plan(s) which includes
the use of these techniques
selecting, obtaining, or preparing the necessary materials
securing the necessary equipment
presenting the lesson(s) to the class

NOTE: Your resource person may want you to submit your written lesson
plan(s) to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson(s). It may
be helpful for your resource person to usethe TPAF from Module B-4,"

. Develop a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to, have your resource person observe your lesson
presentation(s). .

Your total competency will be asslIsed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 49-52.

Based upon the criteria specified' in this assessment Instrurnd*,vyour
resource persoh will determine whetheryou are competent in preisenting
information with filmstrips and slides.

For definition of ;actual school sdulen see the inside back cover

4

4I
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`TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
'PresentInfOrmation witt4ilmstrips and Slides (C-24)

/ Name

DIntotons: Indicate the level of the teacher's atcomplistIment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or itnpossibie.to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE .

4

fiknomPs4 o ,/ 4,The teacher 0 441r

1. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that
would ensure that all students could both see and hear.
the presentation . .

2. had equipment and materials assembled in advance , 40
3. sat up the equipment and threa ded the filmstrip accord-

ing to manufacturer's recommendations

4., prechecked and prefocused the equipment 111

5. had a spare bulb available , El
6. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately

so that it met the following criteria
a. no keystoning effect .

b. well focused

c. well centered on the screen

d. readable

7. used a filmstrip which met the following viten'
a conten as at students' comprehension level

El El E El El
E!1 . El o.12

El El El El
El El El oa
E El El El

b.,Gontent of the filmstrip was of good quality in terms of
artwork, printing, color, etc.

c. filmstrip aided in meeting the objectiv (s).of the' les-
son .... . .

8. prepared students adequately for the filmstrip(s) (e g., ono El,draised key questions, defined terms, etc ) .

9. presented the filmstrip at a logical point in the lesson . El Er' El
10. paced the presentation of the filmstrr according to the

needs of the lesson and the students. . 111011100
4 j.
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11. clearly emphasized points being presented visually by
class discussion or by having someone read subtitles CI CI El El El

12. summarized (or had class members summarize) the con-
CItent of the filmstrip

13. obtained student feedback on students' understanding
1:1. of the filmstrip

14: obtained student feedback on students' Rvaluation of the
filmstrip [1:1[:][DO

The teacher:
15. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that

would ensure that all students could both see and hear

the presentation clearly . . . . . .

16. had equipment and materials assembled in advance .

17. set up the equipment and loaded the slides according to
manufacturer's recommendations . .

18 prechecked and prefocused the equipment . 0 -El

19. had a spare bulb available MB D-E1
20. projected the image on the screen clearly andaccurately

so that it met the following criteria
a. no keystoning effect

b. we;; focused

c. well centered on the screen

d. readable ...

50
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471 444)

20. The teacher used the writing surface of the flip chart
. efficiently El El El El

21.' If complex or lengthy materials were presented using the
flip chart, the teacher wrote or drew these materials on
the flip chart before class

22. If the teacher had material on the flip chart which was not
to be covered until later in the lesson, the teacher kept the
material covered prior to using it El El El El

23. The teacher effectively used the flip chart to do at least
one of the following. <A

a. present facts, principles, or concepts . E CI
b. illustrate concepts, ideas, or processes by means of

diagrams, drawings, charts, graphs, sketches, maps,
or cartoons . . ..... .

c. emphasize key factors by outlining

d. present assignments, announcements, definitions,
problems to be solved, etc

e. list key wor izi , rules, steps, procedures, or policies

,f...present information step by step, one sheet at a time

g. present iVormation to small groups

24. The teacher used the following special applications (op-
tional):
a. transferred an image to the flip chart using an opaque

b. oons, stick figures, oval heads, etc., to focus
atten ion on specific moods and emotions . .. ,

c. used the flip chart topresent information during a
field trip ...... ... ... . ... , ,

,
I 0.0 4,"

0
El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLEITT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to'cletermine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in toe weak
area(s). a -.... t

L'
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item

receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should rfieet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak
area(s).

if
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

A

-Organization
Each Module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A modtie is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background inforniation,
some providing practice experiences, and, others corn-
Wong these two functions Completing these experi-
ences shoUld enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final Warning experience The finarexperiente
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual School situation when you'are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education pkggram You need to take only those
modules covering4Rills which you do not already pos-
sess timdarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking, any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
periancip. After comparing your present,needS and com-
petencies wail& information you have read in those
sections, you WOId be ready to make one of the follow-
ing deCisions,

that yoU do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
pefience, and thus can omit that (those) 'learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to 'test out"
that the- module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have ace-ass to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If

you do not complete the final experience sucqessfully,
meet wtth your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning expertenceSpr'6ceding the final experience
Any time you d9 not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective you and yourre-
sOurce person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing

-`parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources of com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resburce
person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or
(5) completing sQrrie other achylilt-suggested_ by you or
your resourc rsorti

Terminology
Actual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual sphool
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience You
would then do the final learning experience later, le
when you have access to an actual schdol situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances, xou are un-
able to complete
Oetupational SpjIty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as -automobile me-
ebonies, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required. but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence.
Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher Who is guiding you in taking this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
regoeiving instruction in a secondary Or post-secondary
education& institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocatio nal
field agritultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health Occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher refer` to the person who is tak-
ing the module

Levels of Performances for Final Assessment

N/A The criterion was not met because rt was not
applicable So the situation.
None No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very ilmited-ehility_to perform
Fair The teacher fs unable to perfhis skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some orlo perform it
Good , The teacher is able to perforin this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher is able to perform this skill, in a
very effective manner
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Titles of The Center's
Peiformance-Based Teacher

A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupatiffal Advisory Committee
A.5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study .

A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study

.A-11 Evaluate Your...Vocational Program

Category II: 'nett060nel Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop Student Performance Objectives
B-3 Develop a Unit of InStruction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
5-5 Select Student Instructional Materials
B-8 Prepare TeRner.Madp Instructional Matenals

Calsgoryfe: instiuctional Execution
C-1
C-2

C-3

C-4
C-5
C-8
C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12

"C-13
C-14
C-15
C-16
C-17
C-18

C-20
G-21-
C722

C-23
C-24
C-25
C-28
C-27
C-28
C-29

Direct Field Tnps
Conduct Group Discussions, Panel DiscusArns, and

Symposiums
Employ Brainstorming, buzz Group, and Que!itien Box

Techniques
Direct Students in Instructing Other Students
Employ Simulation Techniques
Guide Student Study
Direct StudentLaboratory Experience
Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques
Employ the Project Method
Introduce a Lesson
Summarize a Lesstin
Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
Emploir Reinforcement 'Techniques
Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners
Prese6t anillustrated Talk
Demonstrate a Manipulate Skill
Demonstrate a Concept or Principle'
Individualize InstrOction
Employ the Team Teaching AQproach
Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
Present In-formation with Overhead and Opaque Materials ,
Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
Present Information with Films
ftesent Information with Audio Recordings
Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
Employ Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

0

ucation Modes

Category D: Instructional Evaluation
D-1
D-2
13-3
Q-4
D-5
D-8

Establish Student Performance Criteria
Assess Student Performance Knowledge
Assess Student Performance Attitudes
Assess Student Performance Skills
Deterhilne Student Grades
Evaluate Your Instructional Effectivelegg

I

Category E: Instructional Management
E-1 Proikct Instructional Resource Needs
E-2

Arrange
Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities

E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 assist Students in-Deseloping Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize thl Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vtitirtional Laboratory

Category F: Guidance -
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Format Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
"F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs

.1 F-4 provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category 0: School-ComosunIty Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochbres to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 P= Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 P News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program -

G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your
Vocational Program

Conduct an Open House
Work with Members of the Community
Work lath State and Local Educators
Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

G-7
G-&
G-9
G-10

Category ti: Student Vocational Organization
H-1 -Develop a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student Vocational

crganizations
H-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category I: Professional Rote and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an,tive Personal Philosophy of Education ,

1-4 Serve the gdhool and Community )

1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Pointion
1-8r 'Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective leachers
1-7 Plan the Student,Teaching Eipefienca
1-8 Supervise Studentjetshers
Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education -
J-1 Establish Gulf:1.114s for Your Cooperative Vocational Progran.
J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfersand Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 -,--Enrell Students-in Yriur Co-Op Prograam
J-4 Secure Trainirig Stations f ur Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on tillitgob
J-8 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job InstLctors
J-7 -Coordinate On-the-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op`Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-113 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event '

RELATEQ PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Perfdrmance -Based Teacher Education

4tatectals
Relource Person t3uide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

EdUcation Miterials A
Guide to the Implernentation dTPerformande-Based Teacher Education

For Information regarding aiallebNity aced pride, of these meterlaircontadi-

AAVIIA
American Association for Vocational instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30802 (404) 542-


